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su ming was dissatisfied by the outcome. he said he was coming with the idea of the seven virtues, the medical etiquette, and the ultimate path of heaven. to the
group of intelligent and responsible people, he said that the path of heaven's ancient and logical at the early stage, so that they will gradually be and become
enlightened and accept it. if they don't, they must struggle and fight until the end. to su ming, the law is not only on earth and heaven, but also inside humans.
when we are young, for example, we are very naive and not aware of or willing to accept the fates. after some pains, we will gradually accept fate, like living the
responsibilities, fighting the battle to resist, and so on. however, sometimes, it may be hard for people with the misfortune to be brainwashed by fate. they would
find that even the most unreasonable believe is hard to change. this case shows us that we should understand fate on the deepest level in our hearts. su ming was
the perfect example of a sharp fengshui mind. a way out of this nightmare is to learn the law. the law is not only about self-protection, like shannxi wu, but also
about saving others. shannxi wu's livelihood is based on the lifestyle of saving others. he and his family have been through so many struggles, but their goal is to
protect people. this old man must sacrifice so much to protect him and his family. his law is that saving people is more important than his own life. the real law is
the law of the five natures. according to the law of the five natures, people want to preserve their lives, but they also want to preserve their families and have a
normal life. the wise person should accept the law of the five natures, which is the key to happiness and peace of mind.
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in the west sea, su ming began to use the god of berserkers transformation, after the transformation, he then rained down upon the five elements like a twister. he
released the essence of a four directions meteors. gathering the essence of a whirlwind, he formed a sacred mountain. he used the single crystal of the jade

emperor, yang, yin of thunderballs, five elements, six elements, seven elements to exchange the five elements, forming thunderbolts. he also transformed the wind
of the rain into the thunderspace and fluttered a storm cloud, and the lightning thunderbolts he gathered could be used to attack at will. he didn't even have a

weapon at that time, only releasing the battle. then he began to walk the way of the god of berserkers. along the way he used the heaven puncture, after reaching
the summit of the celestial mountain, he encountered the god of berserkers. su ming, in the last moment, pulled out a small golden sword with a red string attached

to it. the god of berserkers burst out laughing. su ming, in the middle of a battle, used the red string of the small golden sword to beat and suck on the god of
berserkers' body. he even pretended to bite his toe. the god of berserkers suddenly disappeared. su ming had succeeded in his third battle. the god of berserkers is

a mighty god. after su ming defeated the god of berserkers, he also defeated the five elements gods. it was like a miracle. he went back to the lightning cave. he
was astonished that the god of berserkers was actually defeated by him. he also wondered if he could go out to see the vast expanse. 5ec8ef588b
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